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Details of Visit:

Author: chainsaw
Location 2: Kensington Olympia
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 11 Mar 2008 17:15
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Velvet Girls
Website: http://www.bluevelvetgirls.com/
Phone: 07800809573

The Premises:

Basement flat, located in a very quiet street 5mins walk from the Kens Oly tube. Long corridor up to
the bedroom at the rear, bathroom located back down the corridor left of the front door. The road
didnt seem to have many vacant parking spaces.

The Lady:

Natural blonde haired Polish girl, her stats on site are age 25 5'6 and a natural 34c. Her hair was
shoulder length and curled in like a bob. No fake hair extensions.

The Story:

Never seen this agency reported on,but they were the most helpful over the phone.Angel appears
on various sites babylon,B4U,hot-collectin and Supreme 69 to name a few. She has newer photos
on these sites which bluevelvet were unaware of but releayed my request for her to wear the red
and white lingere set from her most recent photos.
She met me at the door and showed me to the room where we commenced french kissing before
breaking off. I sorted the paperwork out as she offered me a towel for a shower and asked me what
I would like to drink.
After I returned from the shower we started kissing, plenty of tongue action from this lady, I
comenced a DATY session kneeling on the floor with her legs draped over my shoulders. After she
had come she was sensitive and pulled me up onto the bed and began a BBBJ, I have the breaking
strain of a Kit-Kat and soon blew a load down her throat, must have caught her unaware as she
choked on it and found it hard to cope with the load and continue sucking. She was lying on her
back with me kneeling beside her, most of it spilled out onto her chin and breasts. After she had
stopped sucking she gave me some wet wipes before speaking in a gurgling manner saying that
she was away to clean up,I went for a quick wash after her.
I had two more rounds both time started with OWO.2nd time I finished in doggie and the 3rd was in
missionary plenty of full on kissing and nipple tweaking.
Overall a very pleasant mature minded well spoken Polish girl. Learning English at college but
speaks enough to get by at present.
She has had quite a few outcalls to nice hotels, but theres not a lot of reports on her.
Definetly worth a visit as she tries hard during the whole booking.
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Agency was very helpful,polite and passed all requests on and answered all my questions.
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